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The Gospel of Wealth, Andrew Carnegie 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Message 

Since the wealthy are what Carnegie calls a “trustee for the poor”, they must use their ability to 

allocate/organize capital (value) in alignment with the universal law.  

“The man who dies rich thus dies disgraced” 

 

 

My Takeaway 

1: Transcendence   

We see the origin for the seeds of Napoleon Hill’s garden (Think and Grow Rich) through Andrew 

Carnegie (Carnegie was Hill’s Mentor). We also see the transcending truths understood by men like 

Edison, Carnegie, Ford, and even Zukav as all energies are consciously directed towards fulfillment and 

guidance of and from one’s universal contract.  

 

2: From Philosophical to Practical  

Carnegie takes the teachings of Zukav from philosophical to practical, as he exemplifies a material 

definition to light.  

Let’s Connect! 
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According to Zukav, light (Hyperlink to Exec. Summary, Light Chapter) is a reflection of your 

consciousness. Carnegie takes this one step further by exemplifying one’s universal impact through their 

ability to generate capital for philanthropist endeavors.  

Capital: Value, or as Napoleon Hill would say, “highly organized, intelligent groups of men who plan 

ways and means of using money efficiently for the good of the public”.  

 

Key Points 

1: Universal Law 

Disclaimer: This wasn’t explicitly stated, rather an inference based on the synthesis of 

Andrew Carnegie, Thomas Edison, Napoleon Hill and Gary Zukav. All seem to be consciously aligned with 

what I call the Universal Law. To me, this law is the teachings of the universal being.   

So what is it?  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Universal Law = Intention of love and knowledge 

Multi-Sensory Human (Seat of the Soul) 

(Not “the” because there is no possession) 

Being 

Thought (Natures Law) Responsible Choice 

Napoleon Hill Gary Zukav 

Universal Law = Intention of love and knowledge 
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2. Curse of Money 

Money not earned can do nothing but injure according to Carnegie. That is why he proposes the wealthy 

to not cripple their children by leaving them with a surplus.  

 

3. Karma (Hyperlink to Seat of the Soul) 

“One of the serious obstacles to the improvement of our race is indiscriminate charity” 

 – Carnegie, pg. 16 

In Seat of the Soul, we learned Karma is a timeless and dimensionless principle applicable to 

everyone/thing around us. We learned we must not look at things from a subjective/judgmental eye, 

but rather a karmic eye, understanding everything is the result of a universal process.  

Carnegie applies this principal to charity, as he says blind or indiscriminate charity does more harm than 

good. He proposes this mindset through the metaphor of providing “ladders”.   

One charity I specifically admire is Habitat for Humanity, as their slogan and their operations are built 

upon a “hand-up not a handout”.  

3. Empowerment 

Carnegie calls upon the wealthy as “trustees of the surplus”. This means leveraging their superior ability 

in allocating capital to invest in projects that empower the community.  

He uses examples of libraries, parks, universities, hospitals, but I would argue any means to 

empowerment would align with each of our universal contract.  

 

Like What You See? To learn more check 

this out! 
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